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 /08/2011 par Rafael B The Website That Can Inflate Market Prices (And Cost) - neduma ====== booi The yellow blog is actually the real article. The blogger said this (which is also present in the actual article): "At times, these actions have gotten so extreme that I’ve left a bug for a week or two in an upcoming article to really prove to myself that I am not going nuts. Then it would go back. It’s
either not there or doesn’t matter. The important point is, I am not crazy." Maybe they meant to post this article but accidentally posted the yellow one instead. On the Usefulness of Generated-Volume Simulation: Inferring the Relative Importance of Shrinkage Factors in Single and Multiple Subvolume Simulation. PURPOSE: The goal of the present study is to study the impact of two key factors in
the applicability of generated-volume (GV) simulation: the relative importance of subvolume shrinkage factors and the number of subvolumes. METHODS: The SHADOWX code was modified to enable the user to generate a set of DVHs using any combination of different subvolume shrinkage factors for a given external radiation source. A new technique for describing the output from a DVH is

proposed in this paper. The results of the study have shown that the relative importance of subvolume shrinkage factors is influenced by the fraction of the generated volume of the system that needs to be replaced with a solid tumour. To minimize the required number of subvolumes, the optimal combination of subvolume shrinkage factors and output channels (e.g. points, tables) are also investigated.
A subvolume of the patient's volume that is defined by a volume of interest (VOI) was generated using a modified SHADOWX code to obtain a set of DVHs with specified values for the subvolume shrinkage factors. A method was proposed to compare the accuracy of the treatment plan based on the standard DVH and the modified DVH by measuring the difference between the doses to critical

organs. The result showed that a smaller number of subvolumes is needed to obtain the same accuracy of the treatment plan as that of the standard DV 82157476af
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